
Warning: This product should be installed in accordance 
with the applicable installation code by a person familiar with 
the construction and operation of the product and the hazards 
involved. Be certain that the power is turned off before 
connecting fixture to supply wire, live wires present a 
potentially fatal shock hazard.
 
Step 1.
Remove diffuser by applying pressure starting at one end with 
hand as shown in VIEW "A", twist hand to un-snap diffuser and 
pull away from luminaire.
 
 
Step 2.
Remove reflector/cover starting at one end,  using a putty knife 
or a flat blade screw driver with a thin tip inserting it into the narrow
access slot as shown in VIEW "B". Press the tool away from the
cover as shown to unsnap the cover from the base. Work the tool
towards the opposite end of the fixture until the cover releases. Be
careful to no put undue strain on any of the wires connected to the 
cover.
 
 
Step 3.
If there are keyhole knockouts in a useable location, they
may be used for mounting to the intended surface. If 
different mounting holes are desired, mounting holes can
be drilled in the base. Securely mount the base.
 
Step 4.
The black conductor from the fixture is connected to the hot supply
conductor, and the white conductor from the fixture is connected
to the neutral supply conductor. Attach a ground wire to the ground
stud.
 
If you are connecting multiple fixtures for a continuous runs see
instructions to couple two fixtures together.
 
Step 5.
Snap the cover back into place. Install diffuser.
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Instructions to couple two fixtures together: With the diffuser and cover removed (step 1 & 2) 
remove the end caps where the fixtures are going to connect by loosening the two set screws
and sliding the end caps out of the base. The flat coupler provided may now be installed in the
same groove that supported the end caps. Align the two bases and position the coupler half
way between the two bases. Hold the two bases together and tighten the set screws. Make
wiring connections.
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